prepares students

for high-stakes testing with
exciting nonfiction stories and
engaging real-world math
DynaMath ® is a dynamic math-education package that includes print
and web resources. You get a print magazine, discussion-based lesson
plans, videos, games, hands-on STEM activities, skills sheets, and robust
multistep problems. We partner with top minds in math education to
make sure that DynaMath reflects current best practices.

Here’s how DynaMath supports best practices in math education:

How DynaMath Supports It

Promote a positive math culture and an
understanding of math as a whole-life skill.

Every article connects math to kid-friendly topics and
shows math’s relevancy using real-world data.

Encourage productive struggle.

Multistep math problems provide multiple entry
points to reach different skill levels.

Make use of concrete tools.

Problems and lesson plans incorporate model drawings,
suggestions for manipulatives, and inferential reasoning.

Celebrate mistakes and learn from them.

Process-based skills sheets require students to justify
their answers and critique the reasoning of others.

Promote rich mathematical discourse.

Lesson plans include discussion ideas for partners, small
groups, or for the whole class.

Apply math skills to inquiry-based STEM
learning.

Hands-on math activities challenge students to
hypothesize, collect data, and draw conclusions.

Strengthen math and reading skills in
preparation for standardized tests.

Question types are similar to standardized tests including
multipart story problems in a variety of response formats.

Differentiate math instruction to reach
students of varying levels.

Articles and math questions are written at a 3rd-, 4th-, or
5th-grade level. Below-level math questions and reading
content are available online for each grade.

To request a free sample and for more information,
call 1-800-387-1437 or email magazineinfo@scholastic.com
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